**STUART WALKER WILL PRESENT FAMOUS PLAYS**

Special Performance to Be Given Tuesday Night Permitted Cultured Students of Walker and Dunbar

The next of the student one act plays presented this term will come in the form of the play "The War Horse" at the Theatre of the University of Washington tonight. The play of the same name was written by Stuart Walker, the famous London playwright, and is being produced by the students of the University of Washington.

In the lead role is played by Jean Walker, the famous actress, who has played in the London stage and in the West End of London. The play is expected to be a great success and the students are looking forward to a good performance.

---

**$200,000 SCIENCE HALL CONSTRUCTION SLATED TO BEGIN APRIL 24**

Elaborate Plans as Completed by University of Washington

A $200,000 science hall will be constructed on the campus of the University of Washington beginning April 24, according to recent plans announced by the university.

The new science hall will be located near the present science buildings and will serve as a replacement for the old buildings. The new hall will be equipped with modern lab equipment and will be an asset to the university.

---

**$20,000 SCIENCE HALL CONSTRUCTION SLATED TO BEGIN APRIL 24**

Elaborate Plans as Completed by University of Washington

A $200,000 science hall will be constructed on the campus of the University of Washington beginning April 24, according to recent plans announced by the university.

The new science hall will be located near the present science buildings and will serve as a replacement for the old buildings. The new hall will be equipped with modern lab equipment and will be an asset to the university.

---

**VANDAL-BRUNN BATTLE OPENS SEASON TODAY**

Coast Doep Sheet Office Little on Early Season. Teams Opening ItsPacific Wrestling

The Vandal-Brunn wrestling match will open the season today, with both teams expected to be in good form.

---

**RUSSIAN ART SLOWLY OUTFYING GOLDEN SAYLES**

Economic Expert Returning from Foreign Survey Tells Argonaut of Conditions

The Moscow Art Theatre and the Russian talkies, two of the most interesting developments of the winter, are giving the world a different view of Russia, according to an interview with Dr. Golden Sayles, an economist.

Dr. Sayles, who has traveled extensively in Russia, was quoted as saying that the economic situation in Russia is slowly improving. He said that the talkies have brought a new view of Russia to the world.

---

**FORESTERS PRESENT PINE BLISTER MIDGE**

Two races of pine blister midges were presented by the American Forester's Association at the University of Washington. The midges were expected to be a threat to the forest industry.

---

**THOMAS TO TALK**

Governor A. C. Thomas, Governor of the State of Oregon, will speak at the quarterly meeting of the Oregon State University alumni association on Thursday evening. Governor Thomas is expected to discuss the state's economic situation.

---

**KAPPO GROUP OCCUPIES NEWLY COMPLETED HOME**

The Kappo group has occupied their newly completed home near the University of Washington campus. The group is expected to be a leader in the local community.
Although the religious status of the college student is always a subject to be tolerated or openly laughed at in college circles, it remains nevertheless, a problem of deep concern to the parents of the present generation. This is due to the students themselves as well as to the things students themselves associate and all earnest-minded educators.

College and university teaching has often been attacked as being irreligion, or as atheistic, in tendency, and the subject is frequently discussed by college papers, generally with fairness and modestly. The question requires itself into this: Is the college student, because of his surroundings or his instruction, an irreligion in religion? The answer is emphatically in the negative.

In the first place, there is less actual disrepect for religion among college students than among an average lot of non-college youth. College men and women may not be of that religion, and this respect is born at a higher appreciation of the nature of religion respect for its history and more intelligent standards.

Perhaps the most obvious effect of college atmosphere is the develop-

ternational and the intellectual and financial awareness of social and political life. It leads the college stu-

tudents, after graduation, to become a loyal supporter of the community. A knowledge and understanding of the questions that are engendered by these two fields, but that is thoughtful and liberal-minded, that is the kind that will eventually lead to the development of Christian...

...one of the influence of college education is to make religion more...

**Iconoclast?**

> Although the religious status of the college student is always a subject to be tolerated or openly laughed at in college circles, it remains nevertheless, a problem of deep concern to the parents of the present generation. This is due to the students themselves as well as to the things students themselves associate and all earnest-minded educators.

> College and university teaching has often been attacked as being irreligion, or as atheistic, in tendency, and the subject is frequently discussed by college papers, generally with fairness and modestly. The question requires itself into this: Is the college student, because of his surroundings or his instruction, an irreligion in religion? The answer is emphatically in the negative.

**A Blot**

*Idaho spirit? Sometimes it receives a terrible blow.*

> There was never a more pitiful exhibition of that spirit than at the game Wednesday night. A scattering crowd, that could not possibly have numbered over 200, turned out to see the team win.

> And now, at the first game of the 1925 season, one out of every five students turned out to see the game was of no importance.

> What if we did feel confused and victorious? This is, the time in which we place our hopes—the successor of teams that have twice carried the team through championship? Do we not know that they existed that kind of sup-

> port? Do those 300 students represent the spirit with which we are going to battle the Varsity during the coming season? Was that scattering crowd a true indication of our attitude—our real feeling towards the team?

> If it is, Idaho spirit has become a thing of the past. If it is not, it is merely a regrettable, shameful incident, that will merely serve to pull us on to a better display of real Idaho spirit, it has been worth while. And at the games Friday and Saturday, every undergraduate student, and the Idaho student body should be behind our team—a true, cheering them on to what we hope is a repetition of past per-

**ALUMNI**

*Another meeting at the Alumni Club on Tuesday evening will give the opportunity to those interested in the plans for the<br> *THE KENWORTHY* www.houseofchina.net

**OUT TODAY NEW RECORDS**

- **DANCE**
  - **Covered Wagon Days**
  - **Somebody Steole My Gal**
- **Linger Ahwhile**
- **Washington, Hollywood**
- **New T° Section Darbles**
- **Hortense Blues**
- **The Georgians**
- **All Wrong**
- **I’ve Got a Song for Sale**
- **Frank Weymouth and his Orchestra**
- **Robby’s Blues**
- **Hit By You’re Breakin’ My Heart**
- **Art Kan and his Orchestra**
- **VOCAL**
  - **Mammon Loves Papa**
  - **Mama and the Virginia**
- **Marchesa, I Love You**
  - **Lewis James**
  - **Will Rogers Talks**
  - **The Bankers**
- **Will Rogers’ First Political Speech**
- **Saxophone Solos**
  - **Savannah**
  - **Rudy Wiedberg**

**APPLES**

**AT A NICE PRICE**

- **Knabberries**
  - **Olives, assorted**

**THE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS**

- **Assorted list of 5 varieties**
  - $0.50 per box - $1.00 per dozen - $5.00 per gross

**PRESIDENT’S TOAST**

- **Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Brothers**
  - $0.50 per box - $1.00 per dozen - $5.00 per gross

**CONSISTENT AND STEADY THAT’S "ATTACK EAGLE"**

**THE VARSITY GROCERY AND TEA ROOM**

**OF COURSE**

- **WINE**
  - **ALCOHOLIC FLUIDS**
  - **SODA**

**CONSISTENT AND STEADY**

**WHAT A DIFFERENCE JUST A FEW CENTS MAKE!**

**FATIMA**

**SUN. MON. TUES.**

**PREF**
questions and answers regarding naturatorium

are season tickets transferable? yes, to members of family only.

how many persons will one ticket admit? one at a time.

will there be a charge for children under six years of age? no. only for the parents or guardians with children.

will this be a swimming pool or a naturatorium? a naturatorium—a real one.

what size? 65 ft. x 45 ft. over all with 30 ft. ceiling.

will there be arrangements for changes of weather? yes. we will be installed to drain tank whenever wanted. water will be fresh at all times, there being a continuous inflow and overflow of water which has passed over condensing coils. there will also be use of air conditioning.

will there be a place for spectators? yes. a balcony around the tank to accommodate hundreds.

will you have shower baths? yes. entering shower and a private shower.

will the water and rooms be heated? yes. both. a heating apparatus for the water and radiators for the rooms.

patrons will have to go through the creamery to get to the naturatorium? no. a separate attractive entrance will be built.

will there be a guard and instructor? yes. all times to make things pleasant and insure the public safety. also a safety alarm to call more aid.

will the tank be of depth to accommodate all? yes—of a graduated depth from 2 ft. to 8 ft.

will swimming classes be encouraged? yes. all cooperation possible will be given.

will the purity creamery co. maintain this naturatorium at their own expense and cost? yes.

will city water be used? no. lots will be needed and the city is well be sunk to insure enough water.

will the nat be open every day? yes—365 days a year.

how will it be conducted? by living up to the most rigid requirements there are governing such institutions.

what equipment will there be for sport? there will be spring boards, diving stands, rope ladders, etc.

how many pool halls will there be? there will be space for 75 and at least a sufficient number will be installed.

if one has not a season ticket what will be the charge of admission? only the customary charge at other naturatoriums.

will there be suits, caps and towels for rent? yes, for a nominal fee.

will tank be safe for children? yes. there will be barriers at the difference.

how long can one remain in the water for one admission charge? all day.

will the creamery maintain the naturatorium? yes. it will be maintained by the creamery.

will purity creamery invest in too much money to insure its permanency? will the purity creamery maintain the naturatorium if it is a losing proposition? yes. if the loss is not too great.

everyone will get their money twice over before these bridges have to be crossed. we think they will never have to be crossed.
Vandal Team Trims General Fires Tire

The combination of Captain Taylor and Captain Well was a very effective one, and the Vandal's were not far behind the other teams. The only other team to come close was the Blue and Gold, who were a close second.